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To the Microsoft (MSFT) Organization 

Thesis   If Microsoft (MSFT) doesn’t modify its Consumer Pricing Strategy and simplify its Application 

Design Strategy, eventually, G-Suite will marginalize Office 365 – just like Google (GOOG) significantly weakened 

the MSFT position in the operating system, browser and email markets.  Admittedly, the marginalization might take 

10, 15 or even 20 years, but this market dynamic is well underway. 

Reason  GOOG has a more efficient Application Design Strategy, and GOOG combines the simplified, 

application design with a synergistic Consumer Pricing Strategy.  On one hand, to create a seamless experience in the 

Windows operating system, MSFT must painstakingly connect “Multiple Software” which essentially provide only 

“One Service” to the market – like Mail & Outlook.  As Artificial Intelligence (AI) evolves (or deepens within 

humanity), the Application Design Strategy of (Multiply Software for One Service) complicates the connections 

required to provide an efficient, seamless experience for the user of the software services.  On the other hand, with an 

efficient Application Design Strategy, GOOG patiently focuses the software engineering to continually advance 

(perfect) the (One Software for One Service) approach to the market.  Efficiency eventually replaces redundancy.        

Market  Office 365 (Software as a Service) – Recognize the Relevant Markets 

• Consumer – Home, Personal, Student 

• Enterprise – Commercial, Institution, Government 

 

Objective  To Maximize the Market Value of Office 365!   On one hand, MSFT has tried to accomplish this 

objective by using a Consumer Pricing Strategy that was basically developed before the internet.  In the beginning, 

MSFT had to shrink wrapped the software service – and try to maximize the units sold to each market (Consumer / 

Enterprise).  On the other hand, if MSFT really wants to maximize the market value of Office 365, then MSFT must 

recognize the following market dynamic: “the value created in one segment (Consumer) feeds the creation of value in 

the other segment (Enterprise).”  One segment basically feeds the other segment, so maximize the size of one segment 

(Consumer) to maximize the value created in the other segment (Enterprise).  Give away Office 365 to the Consumer, 

promote growth, develop expertise and maximize market penetration.  Then from a strengthened, dominant position in 

the market, monetize Office 365 to the Enterprise – and Maximize the Market Value of Office 365.        

Problem MSFT – adjusting its Consumer Pricing Strategy and migrating its extensive, client base from a 

(Multiple Software for One Service) to a (One Software for One Service) Application Design Strategy.     

Solution As of 12/31/2017, MSFT has accumulated ~$146B in Investment Capital.   Unfortunately, more than 

91% of the Investment Capital is allocated to Cash & Government Securities.  As a primary Investment Strategy, why 

finance government deficits?  Why NOT deploy some of the Investment Capital to build the Consumer market, 

develop real expertise in the Consumer market, and work towards every Consumer in the world using Office 365 in 

one form or another.  Furthermore, to migrate the extensive, client base of MSFT, why NOT deploy some of the 

Investment Capital to ensure (guarantee) a seamless transition to a One Software for One Service Application Design 

Strategy.  The benefits to MSFT far outweigh the costs to MSFT, so cover the complete cost of a seamless transition to 

a One Software for One Service Application Design Strategy.  Then from a strengthened, dominant position in the 

market, monetize Office 365 to the Enterprise – and Maximize the Market Value of Office 365. 

Respectfully, 

Ken Copley 

Capital Executive LLC 
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